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All ring studies of dissociative recombination @R) of triatomic ions
show a propensity for three-body breakup. For, e.g., H,+ [I], CH,+
[2], NH,+ [3], and OH,+, the three-body channel constitutes 60-80%
of the DR. Using the merged electron-molecular ion technique
at the CRYRING facility in Stockholm, we have studied the three-body
DR dynamics of H,O+. At “zero”  energy, the. branching reported
from ASTRID  [4] is 0.22 for OH + H, 0.10 for 0 + H,, and 0.68 for
0 + H + H. Our recent measurement at CRYRING [5] gives 0.19 for
OH + H, 0.08 for 0 + Hr. and 0.73 for 0 + H + H. At approximately
zero collision energy, only two three-body channels are energetically
possible:

H,O* + e --;,  O(3p)  + H(2s)  + H(ls) + 3.04 eV
and

+ O(‘D)  + H(ls) + H(k) + 1.07 eV. ”

Almost all the energy released must be divided between the two
(light) hydrogen atoms. For the O(3P) channel, equal distribution for
the two hydrogen atoms gives -1.5-eV per atom; also the minimum
energy for the faster of two hydrogen atoms released is -1.5 eV.
Similarly for the O(‘D)  equal distribution gives 0.54 eV per atom and a
maximum energy of 1.07 eV.  Hence any H atom with energy Y 1.1
eV must come from decay to the O(‘P) state.

The experimental setup is similar to that used in the past. The
detector is a multichannel plate (MCP) followed by a fluorescent screen
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and an image intensifier which is then observed by a CCD camera. The
time between arrival of DR fragments is measured on a multiple strip
PM tube and can be detetmined  to cl nsec. What is different is a thin
(2.5 pm) Al disc, 5 mm in diameter that is positioned at the center of
the detector. At 250 keV/amu, the range of protons in Al is 2.2 ttm and
the range of 0 is 3.2 pm. Thus with a 4.5-MeV H,O+ beam (250
keV/amu), the 2.5~pm  Al foil completely stops a 25O-keV  H atom, but
a 4.0-MeV I60 atom exits the foil with 34OiI keV and strikes the MCP.
Thus any pulse occurring from a strike behind the foil area must be due
to an oxygen atom.

The distance. from the merging region to the detector is 6.4 m. For
the O(‘P) exit channel, tbe maximum recoil separation on the MCP is (3
eV)  20.8 mm, the minimum for the faster of the two H atoms is 14.7
mm (l/2 the max). Shnilarly  for the O(‘D) channel, the maximum
spacing (1.07 eV) is 12.4 mm, and the minimum is 8.8 mm.
Therefore, any recoil separation of 214.7 mm must arise  from O(3P)
and the pulses occurring at larger distances represent the energy
spectrum of the more energetic H atom fragment.

The procedure is to record all events in which three particles make
an MCP hit within -10 nsec. Keying on a hit made within the area
behind the Al foil (i.e., oxygen atoms), the diitances between the 0
atom hit, and the associated H atom hits are recorded as is the H-O-H
angle. The system of three  particles can, of course, have any
orientation with respect to the MCP detector plane (MCPDP). It is only
when the plane containing two or more particles is parallel with the
MCPDP and hence at maximum projected distance that the interatomic
distances represent the true recoil energies. This  can be ascertained in
two ways. First, if the arrival of two particles at the. MCP is close to
simultaneous in time, the axis between the two is closely parallel to the
MCPDP. (For  technical reasons, this method could not be applied in
this experiment) In the second method, we take a cut at the upper end
of the recoil distance spectrum.  Wellot  the distribution of average 0 -
H distances, [d(OH,)  + d(OH,)‘]’  , and chose a region close to the
maximum in which it must be true that all three particles have arrived
closely in time, i.e., am. forming a plane to the MCPDP. We then treat
the data contained in this segment to obtain the distribution of recoil
energies among the two H-atom fragments and the angular
distributuion of the two fragments in the plane. Note that this selected
data relates only to the O(‘P) portion.

The principal results are shown below. In Fig. 1, we show the
measured distribution of H-atom energies as projected on the MCPDP.
The positions expected for the upper edges of the O(3P) and O(‘D) states
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arc indicated by arrows. The two states are clearly separated and,
from tbis data, we can estimate the exit channel fractions to be -70%.
O(‘P), and 30% O(‘D).  Using an upper portion of the O(3P) region
( 3 2.5 eV), we can derive the distribution of energies among the two H
atoms (see Fig. 2). The result  is a broad distribution which can be fit
with  either a Gaussian or a quadratic function centered at l/2 of the total
available energy as would be expected for equal  probability for energy
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sharing. The small lower peak was deconvoluted from the total and is
probably  an artifact associated with hits occurring within the region of
the foil. The total diameter of the foil and holder is -7 mm
corresponding to recoil energies of -0.3 eV.
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A rather remarkable result is seen in the angle between the two
departing hydrogen atoms as shown in Fig. 3. The normal bond angle
in both H,O+ and H,O is -110 ‘. Yet the distribution in Fig. 3 shows a
minimum in this region, and a broad maximum at -30”. The curve
shown is a sine function but it is just to guide the eye. The implication
here is that a violent bending oscillation is set up by the recombination
and that both hydrogens depart as they approach each other. In this
regard, it is interesting to note that, in the two-body channel, the 0 +
H, channel which requires a close association of the H atoms is as
much as -l/2 of the value for the OH + H channel.
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